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Iodine-xenon dating, based on the determination of the ratio of lZ91 to 
1 2 7 ~  at the time of xenon isotopic closure within an object, is a 
potentially sensitive clock for early solar system events. However, the 
failure of apparent I-Xe ages to correlate with metamorphic type (1-4), 
along with the large (10-50 m.y.) range in apparent ages of 
"unmetamorphosed" objects (5, 6) has led to doubts not only about whether 
the I-Xe system dates thermal metamorphism, but whether it works as a clock 
at all. Much of the uncertainty stems from our lack of knowledge of what 
processes can reset the I-Xe system. 

Here we report preliminary results from a study of well-characterized 
Semarkona chondrules. Semarkona is classified as a type 3.0 chondrite ( 7 ) ,  
the least metamorphosed classification. However, it contains smectites and 
other mineral assemblages suggestive of aqueous alteration (8-10). Products 
of alteration include carbides, magnetites, sulfides and hydrated silicates. 
In the Semarkona chondrules, we find that apparent I-Xe ages vary with 
chondrule textural type in a manner perhaps consistent with resetting of the 
I-Xe system by aqueous alteration. If further work supports this 
interpretation, it would mean that strictly thermal events (e.g., 
condensation, metamorphic heating, high-temperature formation of chondrules) 
are not the only processes the I-Xe system responds to, and that variations 
in unmetamorphosed objects may represent real ages. 

A total of 17 chondrules from Semarkona are being studied. The 
chondrules have been irradiated with thermal neutrons and have been (or will 
be) anal zed for noble gases, to determine I-Xe ages, 40~r-39~r ages, 
initial T44Pu/238U ratios (in actinide -rich samples) , and noble gas and 
halogen elemental abundances. Abundances of more than 20 major, minor and 
trace elements have been determined by INAA. Finally, fragments (<lmg) of 
most of the chondrules have been preserved for optical examination and other 
studies. Early results are summarized in Table 1. 

The three porphyritic chondrules and the high-temperature extractions 
from CD-159 have initial 129~/127~ ratios of 1.12 to 1.30. Although most of 
these are indistinguishable at the one sigma level, CD-146 and CD-60 seem to 
have distinct compositions. The higher ratios agree with the highest ratio 
observed in a Chainpur chondrule (5), 1.2920.02, and correspond to an I-Xe 
age nearly 5 Ma later than the earliest observed in carbonaceous chondrites 
(6). If the I-Xe systems of both chondrules and carbonaceous chondrites 
reflect nebular processes and if the nebula lasted 1 Ma or less, the 
difference may be indicative of iodine heterogeneity at the 20% level. 
Alternatively, some chondrules may have had their I-Xe systems reset several 
Ma after formation. 

The 12'1/1271 ratio of the low-temperature extractions from CD-159 Ts 
indistinguishable from that of the other radial pyroxene chondrule. This 
ratio corres onds to an I-Xe age 8-10 Ma later than the other roup of ages. 
The lower 1281/1271 ratios are associated with higher 129Xe/13'Xe ratios in 
the trapped xenon component. The ages of the chondrules, including only the 
low-temperature extractions from CD-159, also correlate with siderophile 
abundances. The variation with textural type (and the variation within CD- 
159) suggests that some event occurred which had little effect on the 
porphyritic chondrules, partially reset the I-Xe system in CD-159 and 
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completely reset the system in CD-160. The variation with trapped xenon 
isotopic composition suggests that this event hap ened after enough iodine- 
decay had occurred to significantly increase the E29Xe content, i .e. , that 
the apparent time scale is probably real. The variation with siderophiles 
suggests that metallic. phases may be involved with the resetting of the I-Xe 
sys tem . 

Aqueous alteration plausibly could affect the radial pyroxene 
chondrules more than the porphyritic chondrules, particularly if a 
substantial amount of the iodine and xenon are in the glassy mesostasis. In 
chondrules with a radial texture, the glassy mesostasis is in the narrow 
spaces between blades of pyroxene, so it has a higher surface-to-volume 
ratio than the glass in porphyritic chondrules. Since glass may be attacked 
during aqueous alteration, this could reset the I-Xe system in radial 
chondrules before significantly affecting the porphyritic chondrules. Much 
of the metal in Semarkona has also been altered, although not necessarily by 
water. If this process could reset the I-Xe system, the most metal-rich 
chondrules, in this case the two radial chondrules, would be most affected. 

This is a preliminary report, which means there is further work to be 
done. That work includes noble gas analysis of more chondrules (spanning a 
large range of texture and metal abundance) and, if possible, electron 
microscope work to search for evidence of the degree of alteration of glass 
and other phases. 
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Table 1: Semarkona chondrules 

No. Texture 129~./127~ I - ~ e  age 132~e I C o 
(Ma) 10-~~CCSTP ppb ppm 

CD-15ga Coarse Rad. Px. 1.28+0.12 -3.822.2 411 6 113 
I t  low - T 0.86k0.02 +5.9+0.6 

CD-160 Fine Rad. Px. 0.8720.04 +5.5+1.2 159 2 102 

CD-92 Porph. Px. 1.2320.08 -2.9k1.6 3 7 1 6 8 
CD-146 Gran. Porph. 01. 1.12+0.05 -0.621.0 123 2 6 7 
CD-60 Porph. 01. 1.30+0.08 -4.221.4 1296 16 5 8 

I-Xe ages given relative to Bjurbole (+ means later). 
aFirst line gives information from isochron involving the seven 

highest-temperature extractions, second line from isochron involving the 
seven extractions immediately preceeding them. 
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